=ceforul=1984==20==Host Jafo says:
=Star Trek: Apache - Episode #5
Week # 5
Mission: "Into the Lion's Den"
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=The USS Apache has met with the CWS Reklar to discuss the =intrusion into the Federation/Cardassian Demilitarized Zone. Data and logs have been shared with =the Reklar, with the intention of goodwill.
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=The Gul of the Reklar was made aware of the sole survivor =of the Brekate Incident. The fate of the possibly orphaned Sonya Davore is being determined at this time. One of two outcomes are being =considered. Either she is to remain on the Apache, or she will be handed =over to the Reklar to return to what family she may have.
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=Once an agreement has been reached, the Apache is expected =to resume her patrol of the borders.
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=<<<<<<<<<< Begin Mission Week 5 >>>>>>>>>>
=20
=XO_Valrek says:
=::enters the Conference Lounge and awaits the two Glinn’s to take =their seats::
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=::in the command chair trying to think of ways to de-escalate the =tension between the two races::
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=::in Stellar Cartography, analyzing data::
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=::standing on bridge with Ensign Wregget and Crewman Rakhmatullin::  =Wregget/Rakhmatullin:  okay, that's all; thanks for the help.
=20
=MO_Powers says:
=:: walks around sickbay::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=::on bridge at Science one::
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: staggers around in Engineering from console to console monitoring the =ships actions ::
=20
=Glinn_Dorchel says:
=:: right behind the XO::
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=:: in mess hall contemplating Toros' situation, and toying with the =handle of her coffee cup. ::
=20
=XO_Valrek says:
=CO: Sir, all data has been exchanged
=20
=CIV_MacKenzie says:
=:: In Conference lounge with CO and Gul Malacha ::
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=::stands guard in the conference room::
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=::sits with Gul Malacha, discussing Sonja...  nods to Alex =as he returns with the other Cardassian officers::
=20
=Glinn_Brakash says:
=::enters conference lounge::
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=::wanders into the mess hall looking for something to eat::
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=CSO : How is our investigation into the Explosion progressing?
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=Cretino: I think I'm going to go... ::sees Sonja walking into the mess =hall::  Never mind.....
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=FCO:  Sir, no communiqué or power problems to report at this time...
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=FCO: we are making progress and should have it hammered down soon.
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=:: puts down her cup and goes over to Sonja :: Sonja: Sonja?  What are =you doing here?
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=::looks nervously around at all the aliens and funny looking people:: =CMO: I'm hungry.. Can I have some food?
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=:: smiles :: Sonja: Of course!  What would you like to eat?
=20
=MO_Powers says:
=::putters about in sickbay::
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=OPS : Acknowledged Mister Drathlai. Actually, I have a challenge for you =if you have a moment. CSO: What is your initial thought on the causes?
=20
=Gul_Malacha says:
=::looks from the Captain to the Commander to the Glinn's:: CO: Captain, =so what do you propose we do about young Sonja?
=20
=CIV_MacKenzie says:
=CO: Captain perhaps we could have Sonja brought to the Conference room, =to meet Gul Malacha?
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=CMO: umm.. what do you have?
=20
=Glinn_Dorchel says:
=:: arms crossed, drums fingers on arm glaring around::
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=FCO:  Sure, sir, what would that be?
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: goes over to the main warp core display and taps at the controls =monitoring the matter anti-matter reactions ::
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=::wonders what Glinn's problem is::
=20
=XO_Valrek says:
=::sits and listens to the discussion::
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=:: thinks a bit :: Sonja: Why don't we ask that nice lady over there?  =:: looks over at Cretino's direction. :: She'll know better than I do.. =:: grins ::
=20
=Glinn_Brakash says:
=::is highly agitated by the thought of the child being put possibly in =harms way again::
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=CIV: Yes, would you see to bringing her here? =20
=20
=Glinn_Dorchel says:
=:: feels this child doesn't belong with the Federation::
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=Cretino: This lovely lady would like something to eat, what do you =recommend?
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=FCO: It appears that instead of using an external source of power. The =scientists decided to use geothermic power. I can only assume at this =point that the connections and relays weren’t properly maintained or connected right, thus the surge.
=20
=CIV_MacKenzie says:
=CO: Gladly Captain.
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=Gul: I think it is time for you to meet her, perhaps she =would be able to answer the questions you have for her.
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=OPS : I would like you and your staff to try to plan a banquet for the =visiting Cardassian officials. work with the Reklar Galley if possible.
=20
=Glinn_Brakash says:
=Gul_Malacha: Is it necessary to bring the cild here?
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=::wonders behind a chair and stares at Cretino, finally grabbing a hold =of the CMO's leg::
=20
=Gul_Malacha says:
=CO: Agreed ... Captain ... I would like that.
=20
=XO_Valrek says:
=::thinks that she might not::
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=<Cretino> :: shrugs :: Sonja: WE have everything you can possibly =want...
=20
=Glinn_Brakash says:
=Gul_Malacha: She cannot determine her own fate, it is our custom.
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=FCO:  A banquet, sir?  ::looks very confused::  Due by when?
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: satisfactorily staggers back into his office grabbing a PADD and jots =down the results ::
=20
=CIV_MacKenzie says:
=COM: Location if Sonja Devore?
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=:: surprise at Sonja's reaction :: Cretino: How about some um... of that =nice spinach dip that you served me just now.... :: looks at Sonja :: =Sonja: Would that be ok?
=20
=Glinn_Dorchel says:
=Glinn_Brakash:  They should just take the kid to our ship she belongs =with her people. Not them....
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=Gul:  If she has no family to care for her, I would like to =keep her here on the Apache. =20
=20
=Gul_Malacha says:
=::nods:: Glinn_Brakash: Yes ... as a Cardassian native we would have a =duty to return her whether she wanted to or not.
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=CSO : I feared as much. Is there any way we can refine that data? OPS: =1800 hours ship's time. We should show our guests a bit of hospitality.
=20
=CIV_MacKenzie says:
=COM: Sonja Devore is in the Mess Hall.
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=::sits up as new results appear::
=20
=Gul_Malacha says:
=CO: Captain, I am sorry ... but she is a Cardassian National.
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=::nods:: CMO: Do you have any of that icy milk stuff?
=20
=CIV_MacKenzie says:
=CO: Permission to go to the Mess Hall to get Sonja?
=20
=Glinn_Brakash says:
=Gul: They found her, let them be responsible for her, they are already =influencing the child.  It would be best, no?
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=:: laughs a bit :: Sonja: Ice cream?  Sure.. why not?
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=CIV: Permission granted.
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=::silently hopes the girl will remain on the Apache::
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=Cretino: Vanilla ice cream....
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=FCO: I have my staff working on it . Should be ready with in the hour.
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=Gul: What would become of her on Cardassia, if she has no =family to care for her?
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: staggers out of engineering into the corridors and into a TL :: TL: =Bridge.
=20
=CIV_MacKenzie says:
=CO: Thank you. :: Leaves Conference Lounge::
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=<Cretino> :: gets a dish of vanilla ice cream ::
=20
=Glinn_Dorchel says:
=Gul:  They are federation, they are not her people.  She has family on =Cardassia we just take her home of her people, end of story.  Just take =her to our ship and end this constant talking.
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=Sonja: Here yah go.... :: leads her to a table and indicates a seat ::
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=FCO:  yes sir.  Wregget: You have OPS, Ensign.  *Rakhmatullin*:  Meet me =in the mess hall, Crewman...
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=*SO*: Mr. Yeung anything new to report.
=20
=Gul_Malacha says:
=CO: Her care would be the responsibility of the state ... the Cardassian =Union would be her mother and father. ::holds up a hand to silence =Glinn_Brakash::
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=CSO : Very good, Mister Storal. Keep me informed. ::smiles as OPS gets =to work::
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=:: notes Sonja's actions ::
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=::digs into the bowl and eyes each spoon full::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=FCO: Aye Sir
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=*CSO*: Sir, according to the latest results, there seems to be an =unusual power fluctuation coming from Brekate.
=20
=Gul_Malacha says:
=::snaps at him angrily:: Glinn_Dorchel: Enough ... ::turns back to the =Captain.
=20
=Glinn_Brakash says:
=Glinn_Dorchel: They have influenced her and she has no family.  CO: she =will become a ward of the government.
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=::leaves bridge into TL::  TL:  Deck 10
=20
=CIV_MacKenzie says:
=::Enters TL:: TL: Deck 10
=20
=Glinn_Dorchel says:
=CO: The Cardassian Union is the best parents anyone can have.
=20
=Glinn_Dorchel says:
=:: just grumbles at the Gul::
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: stumbles onto the bridge again grabbing onto the OPS console for =support ::
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=::hears the Com between the SO and CSO and listens with interest::
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=CMO: This reminds me of something.. ::looks at the ceiling and taps =chin::
=20
=Gul_Malacha says:
=::thumps her fist on the table:: Glinn_Brakash: She has no family ... =that we can ascertain.
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=::perks up:: *SO*: you mean now? Or was that the cause of the accident.
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=:: tilts her head a bit :: Sonja: Oh...?
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=::glances at Alex:: Glinn_Dorchel: Having someone close to =you, that will care for you is much more beneficial.
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=CMO: why do they call it a mess hall? doesn't mess mean dirt? I don't =see any dirt
=20
=XO_Valrek says:
=::waits for a pause in the discussion to bring up something that has =been bothering him:: Gul: I have been wondering something. You have =expressed=20that we had violated the DMZ, but would your presence here also be =explained as a violation of that same DMZ?
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=*CSO*: The fluctuation is appearing now, sir. It must have been hidden =by the power the station was drawing.
=20
=CIV_MacKenzie says:
=:: Exits TL and walks into  Mess Hall and notices Sonja with CMO :: CMO: =Hello Doctor
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=ACTION: A message is received by the Reklar ... the =Reklar's Communications Officer in turn relays it to the Apache to be =delivered to Gul Malacha.
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=::steps out of TL::  self:  wait a minute... *FCO*:  Sir, should I have =the banquet in Fort Apache or in the mess hall?
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=Sonja: You know what?  I really have no idea.... Maybe it's because =we're messy? =20
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=:: looks :: CIV: Ens. MacKenzie.. greetings.
=20
=Glinn_Brakash says:
=Gul_Malacha: Yes Gul no family can be found not even distantly.
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=Glinn_Dorchel: I have seen and heard of too many cases of a =child withering and dying in a situation such as that.  There is little =to no personal contact.
=20
=Gul_Malacha says:
=Glinn_Brakash: We have ascertained this?
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: straightens himself up embarrassed and staggers over to the =engineering console :: FCO: Reporting for duty, Commander.
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=::cracks a big smile but it fades as the CIV speaks:: CMO: oh ... =someone else taller than me
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=::continues analyzing::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=FCO: Sir we have detected a power fluctuation emanating from  Brekate.
=20
=Gul_Malacha says:
=CO: What is your point, Captain?
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=<Wregget>  FCO:  Message from the Reklar...it appears it originated at =Cardassia Prime.
=20
=CIV_MacKenzie says:
=::looks towards Sonja:: Sonja: Hello Sonja, I'm Ensign Cal MacKenzie :: =Smiles::
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=CEO : Is everything all right, Mister Asadourian?
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=::holds up her bowl:: CIV: want some?
=20
=Glinn_Brakash says:
=XO: that is correct regardless of species and gender
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=Gul: That I would rather her be left with people that would =give her the attention she needs to grow and mature.  Not turn her over =to a government agency for her to perish.
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=OPS : is that message for us?
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=ACTION: Heavy scans of the remains of Brekate seem to =indicate that the power reading they are receiving matches the energy =signature of unmined dilithium.
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: looks a little dazed and then looks into his eyes as he takes his =seat at the engineering console :: FCO: No better then twenty minutes =ago. :: smiles wryly ::
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=CIV: We were just finishing some ice cream ...:: grins wearily ::
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=<Wregget>  FCO:  Oh, wait, I'll patch it through to the conference =lounge...sorry sir
=20
=XO_Valrek says:
=::looks strangely at Glinn_Brakash::
=20
=Gul_Malacha says:
=::frowns:: CO: Captain, I feel I must remind you ... again ... that she =IS a Cardassian National.  Who do you propose we leave her with? You? =::laughs loudly::
=20
=CIV_MacKenzie says:
=::smiling:: Sonja: Thank you, but I can't at the moment. I was wondering =if you would mind coming with me to see the Captain?
=20
=Glinn_Dorchel says:
=XO: You stepped over the line first so we are just  making sure you =don't do it again. ::Cardassian grin::
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=::tilts head at the CMO:: CIV: I like Icy milk.. Do you have any beeJo =sticks?
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=*SO*: notify me immediately of any new information.
=20
=Glinn_Brakash says:
=CO: You are too harsh, she will not die, not physically anyway.
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=ACTION: The message from the Reklar is patched through to =the Conference Lounge.
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=CIV: No.. I want to stay here . thank you very much
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=OPS : Very well, Mister Wregget, as you were. CEO: I miss your meaning, =Lieutenant. I have noted that you are staggering. Do you require medical =attention?
=20
=XO_Valrek says:
=Glinn_Dorchel: A violation for a violation? Is that how Cardassia is =being run now?
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=Gul: If she has no family to care for her, yes..  I want =you to leave her in our care.
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=CSO : Something?
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=:: makes eye contact with CIV ::
=20
=CIV_MacKenzie says:
=Sonja: No I'm sorry I don't have any beeJo sticks.
=20
=Gul_Malacha says:
=::looks angrily at Commander Valrek::
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=*CSO*: Sir, the power fluctuation matches that of unmined dilithium.
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=::notices the new readings:: FCO: Sir there's unmined dilithium on =Brekate.
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=CIV: Ahh     CMO: I'm sorry doctor lady.. I was hoping you could try =them..
=20
=Glinn_Dorchel says:
=XO: you broke the rules we are just here to get our property back, =namely that kid. She belongs to us.
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=<Wregget>  FCO:  Yes sir, of course, sir, thanks, sir, anytime, sir....
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=Sonja: I think it's best if you go with her.... : smiles brightly :: =Just think.. you get to meet the captain.
=20
=Glinn_Brakash says:
=XO: Your people yourselves had growth problem I believe they were called =the World Wars.
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=::understanding dawns on him:: CSO : Indeed...and this relates to our =explosion no doubt?
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=Glinn_Brakash: To die mentally is as devastating as...  =::reaches for the control panel and presses the console to receive the =message::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=*SO*: acknowledged, get a reading on how large it is?.
=20
=CIV_MacKenzie says:
=Sonja: It wouldn't take long and we could come back after and try and =find some beeJo sticks.
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=Sonja: Why don't I go with you?  CIV: Is that all right?
=20
=Glinn_Brakash says:
=CO: You overcame these problems through patience and perseverance =correct, Captain?
=20
=XO_Valrek says:
=::shakes his head at the two Glinn’s::
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=<Rakhmatullin>  ::walks up to OPS::  OPS:  You wanted me, sir?
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=CIV: OK.. but the doctor lady comes too
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=FCO: yes sir. It may have been a mining accident.
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=20:: works at the engineering console monitoring ship's systems :: FCO: No =sir, I've been checked out by sickbay, and got a clean bill of health so =far as I know.  I just have to walk it off. :: smiles ::
=20
=CIV_MacKenzie says:
=CMO: That would be fine. ::smiles::
=20
=Glinn_Dorchel says:
=XO:  got a problem ?!?
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=:: grins :: CIV/Sonja: Let's go....
=20
=XO_Valrek says:
=Glinn_Dorchel: I have no problems at all.
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=Rakhmatullin:  Yes, I did...we've been given some very...odd orders.  We =are creating a banquet for our Cardassian guests...
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=FCO: If you would like, I could drop by sickbay at the end of my duty =shift and get a full physical for you.
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=CSO : Indeed. How much of the planet is left?
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=::takes the CMO's hand and follows::
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=*CSO*: Checking, sir.
=20
=Gul_Malacha says:
=::places a calming hand on Glinn_Dorchel's arm:: CO/XO: It would appear =that peace between our people still has a long way to go.
=20
=Glinn_Dorchel says:
=XO: Pity ... shows weakness...
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=*MO*: I have um.. other matters to attend to that came up.. and didn't =get a chance to finish my rounds.... would you mind taking care of them =for me?
=20
=Glinn_Brakash says:
=Glinn_Dorchel: Please stop being so abusive and aggressive.  Yes the =child is Cardassian, but the Federation found her and brought her health =back.
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=CEO : If you are certain, Toros. Let me know if I can help, all right?
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=:: holds Sonja's hand and leads her to a TL with the CIV ::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=FCO: not much it was 75 to 80 percent destroyed.
=20
=MO_Powers says:
=*CMO*: How are you doing on your rounds?
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=Glinn_Brakash: There was much struggle involved as well.  =Eventually we were able to achieve a peaceful life.
=20
=CIV_MacKenzie says:
=Sonja: Shall we go :: smiles and looks towards CMO::
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: nods :: FCO: Thank you S'Toran.
=20
=Glinn_Brakash says:
=GUL:  That alone makes the child their responsibility and not that of =Cardassia.
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=TL: Conference lounge.
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=FCO: It’s more like a large asteroid now.
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=CMO: I saw a comet out the window yesterday.. it had a red tail..
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=::begins walking::  Rakhmatullin:  We need to contact the Reklar staff =and get some info on what Cardassians like to eat, drink, etc.  You =start cleaning up and I'll contact them...
=20
=Gul_Malacha says:
=::looks at the PADD that the Captain is holding:: CO: Is that message =for me?
=20
=Glinn_Brakash says:
=Gul_Malacha: What we should be talking about is the encroachment =situation.  Not the child!
=20
=CIV_MacKenzie says:
=::walks to TL:: Sonja, did you enjoy your ice cream?
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=::nods to CEO:: CSO: Have we considered the possibility that this was =not an accident/
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=CIV: Are comets really what happens when a star burps?
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=FCO: Sir, This new information is relevant to the proceedings with the =Cardassians, No? :: ponders his next few words ::
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=Sonja: extraordinary.... must have been a beautiful sight.
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=FCO: Sir, you mean sabotage?
=20
=MO_Powers says:
=*CMO*: Yes sir. Who was next?
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=*MO*: Please proceed .. :: smiles in her voice :: You'll be happy to =know that your next patient is Roxanne.
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=CMO: I liked it.. CIV: and the icy stuff too
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=::glances at the PADD and hands it to Gul Malacha:: Gul: =Yes, excuse my hesitation.
=20
=MO_Powers says:
=*CMO*: Yes sir
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=CEO : Quite possibly, but hold off on telling anyone. I need a moment to =thing, Mister Asadourian.
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=*CSO*: Size of dilithium deposit unknown, sir. Our sensors are having =problems getting an accurate scan, but if we can detect it from here, it =must be quite a load.
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=:: as the TL slows down to the correct deck. :: Sonja/Civ: Here we =are.....
=20
=Gul_Malacha says:
=::takes the PADD with a yank and glances at the message text:: CO/XO: =Well this is interesting .....
=20
=CIV_MacKenzie says:
=Sonja: I'm not sure, but it sounds interesting :: Smiling::
=20
=Glinn_Dorchel says:
=Glinn_Brakash: Then patch her up  then send her home she doesn’t' =belong here.  The Cardassian Union is  her family.  What more does one =need?
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=:: walks out of TL with Sonja and CIV ::
=20
=XO_Valrek says:
=::listens to the Gul::
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=*Wregget*:  I need you to relay this message to the appropriate people =on the Reklar.  COM: Reklar:  Sir or ma'am we request help on holding a banquet to honor your visiting =officers...please send me info on your leaders favorite foods and =drinks.  Thank you and please hurry.
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: nods :: FCO: Sir, If we could gather enough information, to prove =sabotage, we might have enough leeway for the Cardassians to let us out =of their way.
=20
=CIV_MacKenzie says:
=:: leaves TL and enters Conference lounge with Sonja and CMO::
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=CSO : Yes, or deliberate destruction of something. Something they were =trying to hide. Examine our logs of that again, with a fine toothcomb. =And archive a copy to permanent storage. Do it.
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=CIV: I read it in a book once
=20
=Gul_Malacha says:
=20CO/XO/Glinn_Dorchel/Glinn_Brakash: Cardassia has been able to ascertain =that Sonja's DNA ... which your Doctor was so helpful in giving us a =sample of .... does not match any known Cardassian Citizen.
=20
=Glinn_Brakash says:
=Glinn_Dorchel: For what another member of the Obsidian order or some =other military slaughter!
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=::turns to Gul Malacha:: Gul: Yes?
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=FCO: sir the size of the deposit must be quite large. WE need to get a =closer look to be exactly sure.
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=:: enters the Conference lounge, and sees the Cardassians, CO, and XO ::
=20
=MO_Powers says:
=:: Glances at Doc Karl.::   Doctor Karl: I'm doing rounds so you have =sickbay.
=20
=Glinn_Brakash says:
=Gul: What is a matter?
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=FCO: Aye sir.
=20
=CIV_MacKenzie says:
=Sonja: You'll have to tell me about the book sometime :: smiles ::
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=::looks at all the people assembled together in the CR::
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=<Dr. Karl> :: waves from the bio-bed where he's still resting ::
=20
=XO_Valrek says:
=::listens to hear the ruling::
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=CEO : Work with the CSO on this one. CSO: Ok, so how do we do that under =the nose of the Cardassians?
=20
=MO_Powers says:
=::Leaves for his quarters::
=20
=Gul_Malacha says:
=20CO/XO/Glinn_Dorchel/Glinn_Brakash:  Further, the only record of a =Cardassian named Devore ... is of a miner killed nearly twenty years =ago.  ::looks at the Captain:: CO: Which means her standing with the =Union is null and void.
=20
=Glinn_Dorchel says:
=Gul:  So what does that have to do with it?
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=::eyes the Cardassians with suspicion::  ::whispers:: CIV: they look =mean
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=::glances at Alex again, looks toward the opening doorway:: =Gul:  Indeed, that is fascinating.
=20
=Gul_Malacha says:
=::stands and looks over at the little girl who enters the room::
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=CO: Captain.... XO: Commander.
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=*SO* : Mr. Yeung, we need to go over the records immediately. We need to =see if this was no accident.
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: nods and goes over to the science station :: FCO: We could take a =small shuttle and mask it's warp trail to match the free floating =dilithium, Sir.
=20
=Gul_Malacha says:
=::walks across the room to the small child trying to look motherly::
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=<Rakhmatullin>  ::moving chairs and cleaning tables::
=20
=XO_Valrek says:
=::looks over to Cal and Sonja::
=20
=Glinn_Brakash says:
=::slaps hands on table and stands up::  Glinn_Dorchel:  According to law =the child is their responsibility, correct Gul_Malacha?
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=:: eyes Malacha suspiciously ::
=20
=Gul_Malacha says:
=::kneels down and gently strokes Sonja's cranial ridge:: All: Which is a =shame ....
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=CEO: Good idea
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=CEO : Not while the Reklar is facing us down, Lieutenant. But keep =thinking.
=20
=CIV_MacKenzie says:
=Sonja: They’re just a little upset at the moment. We all want to =do what is best for you ::smiles::
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=::backs behind the CMO:: Gul: you don't look like you been a good boy.. =I'm gonna tell your mommy
=20
=Glinn_Dorchel says:
=:: shoves chair back::  She is an orphan!  then she isn’t worthy =to part of the Union.  She is disowned for us.
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=*CSO*: Is there anything that we're looking for in particular, sir?
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=FCO: We could send another probe in, it being a lot smaller then a =probe, and unmanned, we could make it appear as a piece of dilithium.
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=::nods to the CMO:: Gul: Then it is settled, the child will =remain in our care.
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=CSO/CEO: Could we use a probe, sir? A probe that was capable of masking =and transmission encryption capability?
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=:: stands there, and doesn't know what to do ::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=*SO* Sabotage or a deliberate attempt to hide anything.
=20
=Gul_Malacha says:
=::stands and glances at the Captain:: CO: Captain ... in light of this =news ... you are free to do with Sonja as you please.  The Union has no =... official ... interest in her.
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=Glinn: I'm telling your mommy too! you need your mouth washed out with =sauder powder!
=20
=CIV_MacKenzie says:
=:: Hears Glinn_Dorchel Comment and is saddened by his response ::
=20
=Glinn_Brakash says:
=Glinn_Dorchel: Where is your respect and concern you had so few minutes =ago for this child?
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=FCO: that would work
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: smiles :: FCO: That's brilliant Commander.
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=*CSO*: Understood, sir.
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=:: puts her hand over Sonja's mouth :: Sonja: Sonja!
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=CSO: I don't suggest you use the Com systems so loosely while we are in =Cardassian Territory.
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=CEO/CSO: No matter what, the Cardassians cannot get wind that we are =nosing around again. If there is any danger of that, DO NOT proceed. =understood?
=20
=Glinn_Dorchel says:
=Glinn:  A few minutes ago she was some one that belonged  she is just =cast away now be rid of her.
=20
=Gul_Malacha says:
=::hesitates and smiles at the young girl:: CO: Captain, the Reklar has been ordered to proceed to =the ... remains ... of Brekate following this mission.   Would like some =of your officers to accompany us.  For scientific purposes…
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=::grabs a hold of the CMO's hand and tries to pull it down::
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=:: but is happy with the news that Sonja might be able to stay onboard. =::
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: nods :: FCO: Aye sir.
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=::punches up the logs and sighs:: Self: Better replicate some coffee for =this task...
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=FCO: Aye sir
=20
=Glinn_Brakash says:
=::smiles at the child::
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=CEO/CSO: Make it so, Gentlemen.
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=::listens as the Glinn's continue their discussion...::
=20
=Gul_Malacha says:
=::barks at Glinn_Dorchel and Brekate:: Glinn's: You two ... wait =outside!
=20
=MO_Powers says:
=::walks out of the turbolift and heads for his destination::
=20
=Glinn_Brakash says:
=::in his heart he is very happy for her::
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=::hears the conversation and is glad the proceedings are favoring Sonja =staying with them::
=20
=XO_Valrek says:
=::stands and looks to the Glinn’s:: Gul, Glinn’s: You have =the data of our "violation" into the DMZ, and your ruling for the child =is definite. Do we have other business?
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: nods at the FCO turning to the CSO :: CSO: How do you prefer to work, =In Astrometrics or upon the bridge.  Either way, one of us must stay up =here and keep an open Com link.
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=:: release her grip on Sonja ::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=CEO: :: smiles::  Lets get sneaky
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=<Wregget> *OPS*:  They've sent the information you asked for...and it's =a lot...and a lot of stuff I don't know what it is...wow, some pretty =cool names...
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=::turns to the CMO and pulls at her pants to bend down::
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=Gul:  This is definitely an interesting change of events.  =First we are denied the right to give aid, now our aid is requested.
=20
=Glinn_Brakash says:
=::looks at Glinn_Dorchel with great satisfaction with a job well done::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=CEO: can you man this station?
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=*Wregget*:  ::shakes his head and sighs::  Yes, Ensign, thank you...
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=:: gets down on her knee :: Sonja: Sonja?  Yes?
=20
=Gul_Malacha says:
=XO: Yes ... if you would pay attention.  I am offering you the chance to =investigate further that which ... I am sure ... is fascinating your =Science Officers.
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=::walks over to the replicator:: Computer: Coffee... ::looks back at the =logs:: ...strong.
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=::rises from the Command chair and stands by the OPS station:: OPS: How =is our banquet planning going?
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: nods :: CSO: I practically run them for you :: smiles ::
=20
=Gul_Malacha says:
=CO: Captain ... really ... do not smack my hand while it is offering you =sustenance.
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=::whispers:: CMO: I don't like they way they're talking..=20
=20
=Glinn_Dorchel says:
=Glinn_Brakash:  wipe the smile off your face  or I will remove it for =you .
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=::takes his coffee once it materializes, and sits back at his console::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=::laughs:: CEO: All right ill be in Astrometrics.
=20
=Gul_Malacha says:
=CO: Cardassia was foolish to not work with your people right away .... =but I am not Cardassia.  I am trying to right a wrong.
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=Gul: Merely an observation.=20
=20
=Glinn_Brakash says:
=::Looks at the Glinn and then walks to the Gul::
=20
=MO_Powers says:
=:: Opens the doors to his quarters:: Roxanne: Honey, I'm home
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=:: swallows hard, then turns and gets up at the same time. ::
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: lets out a laugh :: CSO: Not to say you are not capable at your Job =Lieutenant.  As you wish.  I'll be :: points to the engineering bay :: =There, I'll slave over Science.
=20
=Glinn_Dorchel says:
=:: leaves as ordered::
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=::transfers the info to a PADD and starts walking to the mess hall::  =*FCO*:  Well, I’=20ve got their Command staffs favorite foods...just got to straighten some =stuff up and replicate it...I don't know how we should decorate =though...
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=::takes a sip and begins reading through the logs::
=20
=Glinn_Brakash says:
=XO: This would be a great opportunity for both our science worlds to =work together after all you are explores first, correct?
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=CEO: Lets do it.
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=ALL: I want to stay with the doctor lady.. Can I go now?
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: nods :: CSO: Godspeed, and keep an open Com at all times. :: hands =him a PADD :: Use this encryption.
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=FCO: Sir ill be in Astrometrics, Mr. Toros will man Sensors for me.
=20
=MO_Powers says:
=<Roxanne> MO: John. What are you doing here?
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=CO: Perhaps it would be wise to remove Sonja ... from these talks?
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=::follows the two Glinn’s::
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=::thinks about the Cardassian officers aboard:: CSO: Be open to the idea =of information exchange if the opportunity arises to work with the =Cardassians. I doubt it will, but you never know.
=20
=XO_Valrek says:
=Glinn_Brakash: That is correct. I am sure that what either of us finds =will be shared mutually, as should be.
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=::Takes PADD:: CEO: Acknowledged.
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=::nods:: Gul: I understand and appreciate your offer.  I am =certain that members of our science department would be fascinated with =the opportunity.
=20
=MO_Powers says:
=Roxanne: I'm doing the rounds for Jerni
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=CSO : Acknowledged, Mister Storal. Go ahead.
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=::walks to the door and jumps around a bit::
=20
=Gul_Malacha says:
=CO: In that case, shall they beam back to the Reklar with us?
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=FCO: Id love to help them with that sir :: Smiles::
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=CMO: Thank you Doctor.  I believe you're correct ::smiles =at the Childs energy::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=::enters TL and heads for Astrometrics::
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=::walks into the mess hall::  Rakhmatullin:  Crewman, you any good at =decor?
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=:: smiles :: CO: Thank you, sir.
=20
=Glinn_Brakash says:
=SEC_Abbott: where are we going?
=20
=Gul_Malacha says:
=::smiles at the little girl as she leaves::
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: sees the Cardassians :: FCO: Sir. :: motions his head towards the =Glinn's boarding the bridge and heads to his console holstering a phaser =::
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=Sonja: Well.. let's go.... um... Fly a kite!
=20
=MO_Powers says:
=:: Takes out tricorder and runs a few scans::
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=CSO : What if they suggested that you accompany them? would you do it?
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=CMO: can I see the bridge? I heard the crew talk about this big chair.. =can I sit in it?
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=<Rakhmatullin> OPS:  Decor, sir?  No, I have no experience with =decorating anything...
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=*FCO*: Definitely, sir.
=20
=MO_Powers says:
=Roxanne: Any complaints?
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=:: thinks a bit :: Sonja: I don't think they'll mind you seeing the =bridge.... I'm not sure about letting you sit on the big chair though...
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=Glinn_Brakash: There was no destination stated....but I recommend the =observation lounge to wait until you are called to return::
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=Gul: We will need a short time for the team to assemble. We =will contact you when the team is assembled.
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=:enters Astrometrics and begins to work on the probe.::
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=CMO: Aww ok.. lets go!
=20
=Gul_Malacha says:
=CO: Understood Captain ... turns to leave and follows his officers.
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=Sonja: Sure... let's Go!
=20
=Gul_Malacha says:
=::quickly catches up to the two Glinn's and looks around the bridge =briefly:: Glinn's: We will report back to the Reklar now.
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: slaves the sensors to his station and begins to analyze the data that =is being fed to Astrometrics :: *CSO*: Ready on this end Lt.
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=:: takes Sonja's hand and lead her to the bridge :
=20
=Glinn_Brakash says:
=Gul: Yes Gul_Malacha
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=*CEO*:Acknowledged. almost done with the probe.
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=::looks at the big Cardassians and just watches::
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=::escorts the Cardassians to the transporter room::
=20
=Gul_Malacha says:
=COM: Reklar: Three to beam back ....
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=Glinn’s and Gul: Welcome to the Bridge, Gentlemen. May I take a =moment of your time?
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=Sonja: Well.. this is.... :: opens her arms :: the infamous bridge...
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=::walks over to Rakhmatullin and hands him the PADD::  Rakhmatullin:  I =need all this stuff replicated by 18:00...and enough to feed the =Cardassians plus our Command staff...
=20
=Glinn_Brakash says:
=::turns and waves at the child::
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=*CSO*: Remember to use that configuration, you are more the expert with =sensor masking.
=20
=Gul_Malacha says:
=FCO: No, you may not.
=20
=MO_Powers says:
=<Roxanne> MO: apart from morning sickness, fatigue and severe boredom =I'm fine. Stop worrying. I'm as well as would be expected.
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=ACTIONL: The Cardassians beam back to the Reklar.
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=<Rakhmatullin> OPS:  Yes sir....I'll start that right now...
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=::watches them vanish::  CMO: They went bye bye. where they go?
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=::Finishes prepping the probe.:: *FCO\CEO*: Sir the probe is ready.
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=Gul_Malacha: As you wish. ::thinks =the Gul will miss a good banquet::
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: bangs his console :: FCO: Do you believe the audacity they =had?
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=::walks with the Gul:: XO: Commander, I know several of our =officers that are itching to get aboard that station.  This could be an =excellent opportunity.
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=:: sees the simmer of lights as the Cardassians disappears :: =Sonja: Probably back to their own ship.
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=::resumes her duty by checking in at her post on the bridge::
=20
=MO_Powers says:
=Roxanne: Good, so long as I know. If you have any more =problems don't hesitate to see me at work and tell me. OK?
=20
=Glinn_Brakash says:
=@Gul: It was a great service you have offered to Cardassia =and the Federation by using a joint team to find the problem.
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=*CSO*: Acknowledged, Pipeline from probe to Astrometrics is =set to establish on launch. If it fails to be hidden from Cardassian =Sensors, Initiate immediate Self Destruct.
=20
=XO_Valrek says:
=CO: Yes it would. I would like to be with them.
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=*CSO*: Acknowledged. Our company has just beamed off the =ship. Let them get away from these coordinates and launch.
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=CMO: Ohh
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=:: points to the view screen :: Sonja: Like that one...
=20
=Glinn_Dorchel says:
=@Gul: I still don’t trust those Feds....
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=CEO : Well done. Now we wait.
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=::looks around::  self:  hey, don't Cardassians like warm =temperatures?  I could raise the temperature and put little palm tree =things on the tables...::laughs::  I like that idea...
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: nods :: FCO: Understood.  :: returns to the active sensor =readings ::
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=::looks at the big screen:: CMO: is that the same stars I see =out side the window?
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=*CEO*:Affirmative
=20
=Glinn_Brakash says:
=@Glinn_Dorchel: Why? Because you failed to accomplish your =orders?
=20
=Gul_Malacha says:
=@Glinn_Dorchel: Yes ... I know.  But they will be closely =watched.  There is lately concern here.
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=::nods:: XO: Scientific curiosity? =20
=20
=MO_Powers says:
=<Roxanne> MO: Yes John. I understand. I think you have some =more people to check up on.
=20
=XO_Valrek says:
=CO: Of course, Sir
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: looks to the Doctor :: CMO: Doctor Quest, Is there a =problem? :: smiles wryly as he continues to work ::
=20
=Glinn_Dorchel says:
=@Gul:  Good...
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=*CSO*: Mister Storal, you may return to the bridge for the =moment. We can launch remotely from here.
=20
=Glinn_Brakash says:
=@Gul: What concerns are they Gul_Malacha
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=:: rests her hands on the railing of the bridge :: Sonja: =Yes.... they are... :: sighs a bit ::
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=::spots the chair in the middle of the bridge and wonders =that direction::
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=CEO: Nope.. You?
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=:: doesn't see Sonja wondering off :::
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=::smiles:: *CSO* Join Commander Valrek and myself in the =conference lounge.
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=*FCO*: On my way Sir. ::heads back to the bridge.::
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=CMO: I don't know, perhaps you should pay more attention to =your little visitor then me. :: smiles again ::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=*CO*: Aye
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=FCO: Can I sit there? please?
=20
=Gul_Malacha says:
=@Glinn_Brakash: Must I spell things out for you always?  Now =back to your station!
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=::Enters TL and goes to the conference lounge::
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=:: raises her eyebrow, suddenly remembering :: CEO: And what =are you doing on the bridge?
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=Sonja: Of course, Sonja. ::gets up:: Try it out. I bet you'll =like it.
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=FCO: please please please please?
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=Computer:  Raise temperature 10 Kelvin...  Rakhmatullin:  =Think  it is too hot for us now?
=20
=XO_Valrek says:
=::looks out the window at the stars::
=20
=Glinn_Dorchel says:
=@:: just grins and tends to his business::
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=::wheels to hear the Doctor's comment to the CEO::
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=::climbs up in the chair and looks over the buttons on the =arms::
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: works on the sensor readings coming his way taking an =active scan of the surrounding area, including Brekate, and the Reklar =:: CMO: I'm on duty Lt. :: smiles ::
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=XO: I will leave it to you and Lt. Storal to oversee =assembling a team. =20
=20
=Glinn_Brakash says:
=::Nods his head and takes his post:: @Gul: Whom will be =attending the Federation Personal on this mission?
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=:: sees Sonja and FCO's interaction ::self: Why don't I ever =get a chance to sit in the Chair.
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=::enters Conference lounge:: CO/XO: you wanted to see me Sir?
=20
=XO_Valrek says:
=CO: Aye, Sir
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=ACTION: A distress call is received from Cyk V, a border =world, which reports that they are having atmospheric problems as a =result of the explosion at Brekate.  Cyk is the closest planet to Brekate on the Federation side of the DMZ.
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=:: laughs :: Sonja: Yes you are....
=20
=MO_Powers says:
=Roxanne: I do but none of them are pregnant with my baby.  I =need to know exactly how you are.
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=<Rakhmatullin> OPS:  Sir, it's a little hot.  But I’m =sure we'll manage...it is for the good of politics...
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=::lifts his head from the monitor and tilts it side to side, =hearing it crack::
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=FCO: It's not very soft ... why does everyone like to sit =here?
=20
=XO_Valrek says:
=CSO: Have a seat, please.
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=CMO : Is there a problem, Doctor? What about the Chief? =::softly to Sonja:: Of course, young lady. You go ahead.
=20
=CIV_MacKenzie says:
=:: walks up to CMO and Sonja:: Sonja you look like your =having fun :: smiles::
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=CSO: Yes, but I'll let Commander Valrek explain the =situation...=20
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=<Wregget>  all:  distress signal, guys...
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=::thinks did I do something wrong? and takes his seat::
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=OPS : Send our compliments to the Reklar and offer our =Assistance immediately!
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=CEO: Since when?
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: sighs and rolls his eyes continuing to work on the scans =:: FCO: Confirmed, Incoming communication to the Reklar.
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=XO: Sir?
=20
=MO_Powers says:
=<Roxanne> MO: As I said before, I have morning sickness, =fatigue and I am bored.
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=::jumps down and heads back to the CMO::
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=CEO: No problem sir.. I was just keeping an eye on Sonja...
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=ACTION: Mister Yeung's monitor falls on the floor with a =crash.
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=Sonja : Let's give the CO her chair back. Would you like to =see where I sit normally?
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=CMO: Since I understood you giving me the go ahead in the =Mess Hall?
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=<Wregget>  all:  Yes sir....COM:  Reklar:  Thanks for =everything Cardassians...hope you enjoyed your stay/
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=::if you will excuse me gentlemen, I will leave the =planning to you.  ::stands to leave the room::
=20
=XO_Valrek says:
=CSO: We have just been informed by the Cardassians that we =are allowed to take a team back to Brekate and do some scientific study =of the station and surrounding location.
=20
=Glinn_Brakash says:
=@Gul: Gul-Malacha, a distress call from a border world on the =Federation side, suggest we offer assistance.
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=::leaps out of his seat with a start::
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=:: sees that Sonja is having fun :: Sonja: Why don't you stay =here... :: smiles :: But behave yourself...
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=Self: Good grief!
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=CEO: If I remember correctly..... I said to head to your room =and rest.
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=<Wregget>  COM:  Cyk V:  We are on the way to assist you...we =are on the way...
=20
=XO_Valrek says:
=CSO: We will need to form that team.
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=::walks up the access way onto the bridge:: All: Status =report.
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=CMO: Doctor, this is the bridge, Not A Day Care.  I have had =enough rest.
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=::Tries not no leap for joy:: XO: yes sir.
=20
=Gul_Malacha says:
=@Glinn_Brakash: We have our orders ... we will wait until the =Apache has sent over her Science Observers and then set course for =Brekate.
=20
=CIV_MacKenzie says:
=Sonja: What exactly are beeJo sticks?
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=All: Captain on Deck! :: stands at attention ::
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=CMO: I want to go with you doctor lady
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=:: snaps to attention ::
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=::sighs and examines the damage::
=20
=MO_Powers says:
==20Roxanne: Well this should help with your fatigue. ::gets out a hypospray =and applies it to Roxanne:: There are plenty of things to do. And carry =on doing what you are for the sickness. OK?
=20
=CIV_MacKenzie says:
=::stands to attention::
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=::stands at attention::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=XO: Am I limited in the personnel?
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=Computer:  Replicate 5 plastic palm tree shapes...centerpiece =sized...
=20
=Glinn_Brakash says:
=@Gul: The opportunity would be great to see their technique =and it is do to Brekate
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=CO : Sir, we have just received a distress cal from Cyk V, =and have set course for the planet. We are set to engage at maximum warp =on your order.
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=::glances at the CEO, wondering if he has been cleared for =duty:: All: as you were.
=20
=XO_Valrek says:
=CSO: If you have a list of personnel suited for geological =studies and for energy studies, we will narrow down the team from there.
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=:: looks at Sonja ::
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=Sonja: If you really want.... :: tilts her head :: Would you =like me to show you where I work?
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=::looks at all the stiff people::
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=::leaves and resumes her rounds by heading for the =turbolift::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=XO: Security sir?
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=Self: I wonder how in the world this happened...
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=::nods:: FCO: Engage.
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
==20:: sits back down into his chair looking into the captain's eyes :: CO: =Ships systems are running efficiently, no major problems reported.  =Sensors indicate the Reklar on parallel course.
=20
=MO_Powers says:
=<Roxanne> MO: Ok. Thank you, I feel brighter already.
=20
=XO_Valrek says:
=CSO: I will handle that part of the team
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=::looks outside and sees us go to warp::  *Bridge*:  Should I =get back to the bridge?
=20
=Glinn_Brakash says:
=@Glinn_Dorchel: It would give you a great opportunity as =well.
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=CMO: yes please
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=Sonja : Sorry, Sonja. I sit over here. ::motions her toward =the FCO console as he engages the course::
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: looks worried as we have not been cleared to leave the =DMZ, or have we? ::
=20
=CIV_MacKenzie says:
=CMO: Would you mind if I joined you and Sonja?
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=CIV: beeJo is made of small animals.. mostly meat and blood
=20
=XO_Valrek says:
=::takes out a PADD and begins bringing up several people for =security::
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=:: looks at the FCO and gives him a wink :: Sonja: Let's go.
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=XO: Aye sir. The only ones that I can think of are the CEO, =myself, and a few of my junior officers.
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=CIV: Not at all.
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=*CSO*: Sir, you are not going to believe this, but my monitor =just fell over and crashed...
=20
=MO_Powers says:
=Roxanne: Goodbye, honey. :: kisses Roxanne and leaves for his =next patient::
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=FCO: oh.. we can play later.. yes?
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=FCO: Belay that.=20
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=*SO*: What????
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=::heads to deck 3 and makes a few notes on her PADD as she =waits in the TL::
=20
=CIV_MacKenzie says:
=Sonja: That sounds interesting :: attempts a smile ::
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: hears his name mentioned :: XO/CSO: Excuse me?
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=:: as the three of them walk by CEO, Jerni whispers :: CEO: I =said bed rest.... :: growls ::
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=::sees the CMO:: CMO: Thank you doctor. I would like to speak =with you later, at your convenience?
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: says through his teeth :: CMO: I'm on duty, can't you see?
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=FCO: Of course... You know where I am.  :: smiles ::
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=*CSO*: Uh...yeah...I was just reading the logs, and then, =*bang*, it just fell over...
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=CEO: Since when?
=20
=XO_Valrek says:
=CSO: Very good. Gather your portion of the team and meet in =Transporter room 1
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=CMO: Since this morning.
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=::tugs on the doctors pants:: CMO: I think he likes you =::smiles::
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=CMO : Thank you Doctor.
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=XO: Aye
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=*XO* Commander, we have received a distress call from Cyk =V, we are en route now.
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=:: laughs a bit :: Sonja: Not in the way your thinking, girl.
=20
=CIV_MacKenzie says:
=:: smiles at Sonja's observation::
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=::looks worried::  *Bridge*:  Is everything okay??  Should I =report to my station??
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=CEO: have either yourself or a member of your staff meet me =in TR 1
=20
=XO_Valrek says:
=*CO*: Very well, sir. The team has been picked and are =meeting in TR1
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=:: heads to TR1::
=20
=Host Jafo says:
==20ACTION: Apache leaves the area of the Reklar, which of course cannot =follow the Apache into Federation space.  The Reklar turns off its =parallel course and sets course towards Brekate assuming that the Apache Captain changed its mind about sending officers with.
=20
=MO_Powers says:
=:: looks at the list. Sees that Ens. Baker is next::
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=*OPS*: Indeed, Mister Drathlai.
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: laughs at the child's remarks and makes a face at Sonja smiling :: CSO: For an away mission? Where?  :: =stands up ignoring the doctor and Sonja at this point giving full =attention to the CSO as he catches up to him on his heels ::
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=:: whispers to CIV :: CIV: It seems that she's sort of over =her mother's recent death..... or do you think she's just hiding her =true feelings?
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=*SO*: Mr. Yeung take over science until I return.
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=::takes off running for the TL and enters::  TL:  Bridge
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: snaps his fingers behind him for junior officers to take =the Science and Engineering stations ::
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=*CO*:  I'm on the way, sir...
=20
=Gul_Malacha says:
=@::growls angrily:: Glinn's: Well I guess the Apache does not =feel the need to advise us of their decisions ... insolent dogs.  They could at least =tell us they are not going to send anyone with us.  Set course for =Brekate and engage.
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=CEO: were going over to  Brekate
=20
=XO_Valrek says:
=::taps his combadge:: *TO*: Lowell, Smith, Wesson, and Master =Chief Abbott ... meet in TR1 for an away mission, on the double.
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=FCO: Contact the Reklar, let them know about the distress =call, we will send a shuttle to rendezvous with them.
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=::looks up at the CMO's comment and just watches::
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=*CSO*: Understood, sir. What do I do with this mess here?
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=CO : Aye, Captain.
=20
=XO_Valrek says:
=::leaves the Conference Lounge and heads for TR1
=20
=CIV_MacKenzie says:
=:: whispers to CMO:: CMO: I think she isn't dealing with her =feelings at all at the moment. There is just to many new things to find, =distracting her.
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=::walks out of TL and over to OPS::  Wregget:  I'll talk it =now, thank you Ensign....
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=:: comes back to the present :: Sonja: Let's go... CIV: Cal?
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=*SO*: leave it for now.
=20
=MO_Powers says:
=:: locates Ens. Baker:: Baker: Hi I’m doing the =rounds. Do you mind if I do a few scans?
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: enters the TL :: TL: Transporter Room One. CSO: What is it =involving? Do we have security?
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=ACTION: The Apache and Reklar quickly move out of transport =range from each other as both enter warp for the their prospective =destinations.
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=:: nods :: CIV: That's a good thing.. I hope.... :: leads the =three of them to the TL ::
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=COM: Reklar: We have received a code one planetary distress =call from Cyk V. We are sending a shuttle to rendezvous with you en =route to Brekate.
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=<Wregget>  OPS:  Yes sir, I enjoyed it...anytime...actually I =think you should leave more often...
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=TL: Medical Bay, Deck 9.
=20
=MO_Powers says:
=<Baker> MO: Go right ahead.
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=*XO*: We are outside of transporter range.  The shuttle bay =will be ready for you.
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=::slightly kicks the broken monitor:: Self: Hmph ... even in =this age, things don't work properly...
=20
=CIV_MacKenzie says:
=:: follows CMO and Sonja to TL:: Sonja: perhaps we could get =some beeJo sticks to try?
=20
=XO_Valrek says:
=::enters TR1:: AT: Since there is a change in plans we will =need to use one of the shuttles.
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=*CSO*: I'm on my way, sir.
=20
=Gul_Malacha says:
=@COM: Apache: Understood, Apache .... Reklar out.
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: exits the TL as it arrives at the designated deck and his =hand flies out in front of the CSO as he feels the wall :: CSO: We're at =warp, We can't transport.
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=XO : Aye
=20
=MO_Powers says:
=Baker: Thanks   :: takes out tricorder and runs his scans::
=20
=XO_Valrek says:
=*CO* Thank you , Sir
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=FCO:  Message sent sir...
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=::stands at the back of the turbolift and looks over the CMO =and CIV::
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=all:  the Reklar responded affirmatively...
=20
=XO_Valrek says:
=AT: grab your equipment and let's go
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=::exits Stellar Cartography and enter TL:: Computer: Bridge.
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=CEO: To the shuttle bay then.
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=CO : Reklar Acknowledges, Captain. I apologize for my bad =form.
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=*Shuttle bay* Prepare a shuttle for an away mission
=20
=XO_Valrek says:
=::leaves TR1 and heads for the shuttle bay::
=20
=MO_Powers says:
=Baker: There doesn't seem to be any problems. How are you =feeling?
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: hears the XO and the CSO and nods irritated and heads that =way with the AT :: XO: Will this require any special configuring of the =shuttle?
=20
=SEC_Abbott says:
=::heads down to the Shuttle Bay with the others::
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=:: looks over to CIV :: CIV: Do you have any idea what a =BeeJo stick is?
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=FCO: Thank you Commander.=20
=20
=XO_Valrek says:
=CEO: No, it shouldn't
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=::Arrives in shuttle bay with the proper equipment::
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=:: TL and gets out on Deck 9, heading to Sickbay. ::
=20
=SO_Yeung says:
=::exits the TL and mans the science console::
=20
=MO_Powers says:
=<Baker> MO: Fit as a fiddle, sharp as a thistle.
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=XO: Understood, I'll take a standard Engineering Kit, And =Away Team Protocols then?
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=::nods to the FCO:: FCO: No need Commander.
=20
=XO_Valrek says:
=::enters the shuttle bay:: AT: get aboard and double check =that you have all you need
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=::grins and mumbles verses from her story books::
=20
=XO_Valrek says:
=CEO: Yes
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=XO: Aye
=20
=CIV_MacKenzie says:
=CMO: Sonja tells me it's made up of meat and blood. =::smiles::
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=Sonja: And here we are...  :: as they enter med bay. ::
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=XO: ready Sir.
=20
=XO_Valrek says:
=::enters the shuttle and takes the controls::
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=CO : Sir, our ETA to Cyk V is one hour. I suggest we advise =Starfleet of the situation and the Federation Council. This is a =cross-DMZ affair.
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=CMO: gee there are a lot of bed here.. who sleeps in them?
=20
=MO_Powers says:
=Baker: OK, I take it that's good. If you have any problems to =report just come into sickbay and see Jerni or myself
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=XO: Aye. :: heads to a locker and gets a standard engineering =kit and puts on a tricorder already having a phaser on his belt and =enters the shuttle taking the tertiary controls ::
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=:: raises her right eyebrow :: Sonja/CIV: That sounds.... =intriguing.
=20
=XO_Valrek says:
=*CO* AT is aboard the shuttle and ready to leave
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=All: Preflight Check.
=20
=CIV_MacKenzie says:
=CMO: Intriguing, yes.
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=::looks at the viewscreen:: SO: what do long-range sensors =detect from Cyk V?
=20
=MO_Powers says:
=:: walks away from Baker. Enters TL:: TL: Sickbay
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=*Rakhmatullin*:  Crewman, you can stop replicating food...get =back to your post...
=20
=CSO_Storal says:
=CEO: Check  ::smiles::
=20
=MO_Powers says:
=*CMO*: sir
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=CO : I can slow the ship to sublight so that they AT can =depart, Captain.
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=Sonja: Well.. people who are ill.... people who were very =ill.....
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=*MO*: Yes, Ensign?
=20
=XO_Valrek says:
=::powers up the shuttle and prepares to leave::
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: smiles and nods as he takes head count of all the crewman =before continuing with a very brief pre-flight ::
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=CIV & CMO: Mommy always made them ... you have to steam the =meat and then it sits in blood for 3 days ... and…
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=OPS: Send a message to Starfleet, updating them on our =current situation.
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=:: feeling the ship ready to debark :: XO: Appears we are =ready sir. :: smiles ::
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=CO:  Yes, sir...
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=ACTION: The Apache drops from warp briefly to launch the shuttle.  The shuttle clears the warp field of the =Apache sets course back towards Brekate while the Apache reenters warp =bound for Cyk V.
=20
=Host CO_Tyler-Turnbull says:
=FCO: Very well Commander.
=20
=Sonja_Davore says:
=CMO: sick people? .. ::looks into the room:: You mean like =mommy?
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=:: holds her breath against what Sonja just said, how "mommy" =comes out so naturally from Sonja ::
=20
=CEO_Toros says:
=@XO: We are clear from Apache sir, Warp ready.
=20
=FCO_Turnbull says:
=::brings Apache to sublight, full impulse::
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=:: softly :: Sonja: Yes.. like your mommy... and =sometimes.... they get better.... and other times.. they don't.
=20
=XO_Valrek says:
=::adjusts course for Brekate and takes the shuttle to top =speed::
=20
=OPS_Drathlai says:
=COM:  Starfleet Command:  This is the USS Apache...we are en =route to help the planet Cyk V...it experienced damage during the =explosion from Brekate station...we will keep you informed...
=20
=MO_Powers says:
=*CMO*: I'm almost done the only one left is the CEO. Do you =want to see him?
=20
=CIV_MacKenzie says:
=:: Sonja is starting realize her situation::
=20
=CMO_Quest-Mac says:
=*MO*: Yes I've seen him... but I will deal with him later...
=20
=Host Jafo says:
=<<<<<<<<<< End Mission Week 5 >>>>>>>>>>

